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On the Nonexistence of Simplex Integration Rules

for Infinite Integrals

By P. J. Davis and P. Rabinowitz

Abstract.   It is shown that there do not exist integration rules of the form

JT /(*) dx = £ W.Kxt) + G/<»>(&     0 < J < co.

Almost all classical integration rules over a finite interval are simplex, that is, they

have the form

f m dx = £ »</(*<) + C/(W({),      a < £ < b, I =
Ja i-1

£(/),

where C is a constant depending on the rule and interval, but independent of /, and k

is some integer which is characteristic for the rule. Some special rules, for example

Weddle's rule, which are not simplex are multiplex, that is, the error has the form

Cifk'\ii)- It is the aim of this note to show that there can exist no simplex or

multiplex rule for the infinite integral /" f(x) dx. Although the Gauss-Laguerre rule

f e-'f(x) dx = £ wtf0ct) + CJ(2n,(£)
Jo i-1

appears to have the form of a simplex rule, this is not so, since we are concerned with

unweighted integrals and if we write /(*) = e~xexj'x), we have that

f  fix) dx = £ wS'Kxt) + C.(*7(.x)>w
JO iml

which is neither simplex nor multiplex in form.

We now show that it is impossible to have an integration rule of the form

0) // ■ [ Kx) dx = i: w<t(xt) + cfwm, o < j < c»,
Jo i-1

valid for all / £ L[0, od) C\ C\0, <&), or for that matter, one where there are a finite

number of terms of the form C,/'*''^,). The proof is based on the simple fact that, for

any r > 0,

(2) f f(x) dx = r \ f(rx) dx.
Jo Jo
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If (1) were true, then (2) would imply that

If = r f   f(rx) dx = rjZ »tfa*i) + rCfk\r®
(3) Jo

n

= r £ + r*+1C/C*'($),       0 < { < co,

which must hold for all / £ L[0, oo) r\ Ck(0, co) and any real r. If we now choose

such a function which is bounded together with its Ath derivative on [0, °°), say

f(x) = 1/(1 + x2), and let r approach zero, we see that the right-hand side of (3)

approaches zero while the left-hand side has a constant value. This contradiction

proves our result.
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